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santa cruz operation wikipedia May 24 2024
beginning in the late 1990s sco faced increasingly severe competitive pressure on one side from microsoft s windows nt and its successors and on the
other side from the free and open source linux in 2001 the santa cruz operation sold its rights to unix and its unix divisions to caldera systems

openserver wikipedia Apr 23 2024
sco openserver 6 based on the merging of at t unix system v release 4 2mp and unixware 7 was initially released by the sco group in 2005 it includes
support for large files increased memory and multi threaded kernel light weight processes

basics of sco unix a p lawrence Mar 22 2024
basics of sco unix there are many sco systems around where the user does not even know that it is an sco system many company have point of sales systems
hooked up to an sco host for the users at the cash register they never see what is being run

what were the differences between xenix and unix Feb 21 2024
using sco unix describes the history of xenix and sco unix and provides a brief summary of the technical differences as raffzahn explains sco unix is the
successor to xenix xenix is a licensed version of unix it was called xenix because initially at t didn t allow its licensees to use the unix trademark

sco openserver operating system sco group Jan 20 2024
in a typical office setup one computer runs the unix operating system and several people share this computer each using a terminal which is connected to
it the unix system is called a multitasking operating system because each user can do several tasks at once

getting started guide xinuos Dec 19 2023
getting started guide about this guide sco openserver 6 definitive 2018 is a new release of the openserver 6 operating system from xinuos which includes
openserver 6 its maintenance packs all openserver 6 0 0v features as well as additional functionality and maintenance

operating system user s guide sco group Nov 18 2023
automatic file conversions when using dos utilities removing a dos file creating a dos directory removing a dos directory formatting a dos floppy using
mounted dos filesystems accessing dos partitions on a second disk points to note when using files on a mounted dos filesystem working with disks tapes
and cd roms using unix devices
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basics of sco unix chapter 02 1 a p lawrence Oct 17 2023
if you are new to sco or unix in general this gives a quick overview of the system even if you are an experienced sco user you might learn a few tricks
the documentation provided in sco openserver took a giant leap forward

the power of unix sco group Sep 16 2023
the sco openserver desktop system is an advanced unix workstation operating system ideal for use as an application development workstation a commercial
workstation or as a traditional technical engineering workstation

using sco unix geoffrey t leblond leblond group google Aug 15 2023
using sco unix is for all users of sco unix system v 386 release 3 2 unlike other unix books this book makes a special point to explain the unique
features of sco unix including many

installing sco unix part 1 virtually fun Jul 14 2023
the secret to installing the 4 2 floppy version was to use the updated n1 boot diskette sls uod429a from sco once you have it the installation process is
quite straightforward and self documenting especially if you are used to the slightly more convoluted xenix install

five reasons to choose unix instead of linux sco group Jun 13 2023
sco unix is the number one unix on intel and delivers all of the power of unix on affordable industry standard hardware sco unix has a proven track
record for 99 999 reliability and scales to 32 way smp

xinuos inc products openserver6 sco openserver 6 May 12 2023
sco openserver 6 includes new features and improvements that make it the most dependable unix on intel platform available on the market key security
features ipsec encrypts all tcp ip packets for security and implements virtual private network vpn functionality openssh and openssl

sco group wikipedia Apr 11 2023
the sco group often referred to sco and later called the tsg group was an american software company in existence from 2002 to 2012 that became known for
owning unix operating system assets that had belonged to the santa cruz operation the original sco including the unixware and openserver technologies and
then under ceo darl mcbride
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xinuos inc products openserver 6 sco group Mar 10 2023
openserver 6 includes application support for powerful unixware applications and provides the easy to use kde graphical interface openserver has stood
the test of time for small to large businesses needing an affordable all in one server

xinuos inc products unix sco group Feb 09 2023
xinuos s unix platforms deliver the reliability scalability and high performance that is synonymous with the unix system but at a fraction of the cost of
proprietary risc based unix systems openserver 5 0 7 v

what are common sco unix to linux commands Jan 08 2023
problem what are common sco unix to linux commands solution the home dir for root is root rather than as with sco by default root cannot login except
form the console to change this edit the etc security to add individual ttys or remove the file to allow all the default home directory for all other
users is home

sco unix and linux forums Dec 07 2022
sco santa cruz operation sco was a software company based in santa cruz california which was best known for selling three unix variants for intel x86

sco linux disputes wikipedia Nov 06 2022
sco linux disputes in a series of legal disputes between sco group and linux vendors and users sco alleged that its license agreements with ibm meant
that source code ibm wrote and donated to be incorporated into linux was added in violation of sco s contractual rights

how to activate use networkcards sco open server sco unix Oct 05 2022
you need to look at your documentation on what network cards the sco kernel supports can you compile a new kernel
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